We propose a general formal modeling and verification of the air traffic control system (ATC). is study is based on the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) standards and recommendations. It provides a sophisticated assistance system that helps in visualizing aircrafts and presents automatic bugs detection. In such a critical safety system, the use of robust formal methods that assure bugs absence is highly required. erefore, this work suggests a formalism of discrete transition systems based on abstraction and refinement along proofs. ese ensure the consistency of the system by means of invariants preservation and deadlock freedom. Hence, all invariants hold permanently providing a handy solution for bugs absence verification. It follows that the said deadlock freedom ensures a continuous running of a given system. is specification and modeling technique enable the system to be corrected by construction.
Introduction
Despite the advancements in technology and science, air traffic management still remains one of the most complex critical safety problems. It is ensured by interaction between human and technical system [1] . Many technical systems were built up and developed to assist controllers to do their job successfully. Although, several of these systems operate very well, it is not possible to ensure that they will not stop working at a certain moment.
is possible shortcoming may be due to some design errors. To overcome these errors, this paper develops a formal model of an assistance system for air traffic management. According to the ICAO, FAA, and NASA standards and recommendations, this contribution aims to provide a well-structured model useful in future systems and for reverse engineering.
Few works take, however, different tasks; some of them are interested in "taking off" [2, 3] , while others are interested in "landing" of aircraft [4] . is research may claim to be one of the formal modelings of the ATC system which at the same time considers both tasks. It is, however, unreasonable to separate "landing" from "taking off" since these two operations occur in the same airport sharing the same runways although different aircrafts may be involved. is paper specifies the system's functional and nonfunctional requirements. e functional requirements describe the behavior of the system, whereas the nonfunctional requirements specify some other properties such as security and safety. ese requirements are formalized using Event-B, which is a formal method for software and system design. Event-B method is based on both refinement and mathematical language, this is exactly what motivates us to choose this method.
During development, we establish proofs called proof obligations to ensure the correctness of each model before and after refinement. Invariants preservation and deadlock freedom are the most important proof obligations. e combination of these two types of proofs provides "correct by construction" system. e rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives some background on formal methods and validation tools that we use. e main content of the paper is in Section 3, describing our approach to develop the air traffic control system along three models. e first one includes the essence of air traffic management. e second presents how the system schedules taking off and landing of aircrafts. e last model introduces the nonfunctional requirements. Section 4 presents proof statistics that are generated by the Rodin platform. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Background

Related Works.
To avoid undesirable delay in flights at the airports during the departure and arrival processes of aircrafts, Yousaf et al. [3] propose a systematic modeling process using a "VDM++" as a methodology. Aiming to ensure safety and accuracy, the method identifies and anticipates errors at the first levels and stages of system designing. It likewise offers an extremely valuable solution of problem and improves the confidence of the quality of the software. Nevertheless, the "VDM++" is not sufficient and adequately analyzed, so it is considered as an abstract process, and its real concretization is impossible.
Similar to the last approach, Zafar [2] combines a VDM-SL and graph theory to build a formal specification of aircrafts' take-off procedure.
is formal specification of graph-based model, taxiways, aircrafts, runways, and controllers is provided in the static part of the model. e state space analysis describing takeoff algorithms is provided by defining optimal paths and possible operations in a dynamic model expediting the departure procedure. e model is developed by a series of refinements following the stepwise development approach. Although this work presents a detailed specification of the departure procedure, it requires further investigation to real-time management that is a major factor in this procedure. On the other hand, Méry and Singh [4] introduce a formal model of an aircraft landing system. is work is considered as a benchmark for techniques and tools dedicated to the verification of behavioral properties of the landing system. However, it neglects the procedure of landing which must be taken into consideration to ensure system safety and focus more on the mechanical system. e most important work in this area is the UK National Air Traffic Services' iFACTS system [5] . is is also a system developed using the correctness-by-construction paradigm.
e system was developed from a formal specification in Z using the SPARK technology. It has been in daily use for some years, managing UK airspace, and it has operated without error. e method used in this paper is a developed version of the Z specification language which provides more possibilities.
In this work, we aim to present a formal modeling and verification of an ATC system, considering aircrafts departure and landing side by side. is model ensures the consistency between the two procedures; however, we see that formalizing taking off and landing separately ignore the fact that these operations occur at the same airport and share the resources (runways, airport airspace, etc.). erefore, they must be modeled together.
Formal Methods.
Modeling is the process of representing a real-world system as a graphical representation or mathematical equations. It is a phase before building a system that clarifies its structure. Modeling helps also to study and test some system properties to reduce the risk of failures. For example, if we are building a self-driving car system, we can ensure theoretically that these two cars will never collide. Modeling can be done by means of graphical representation or mathematical equations. e first one is easy to read and can visualize the system structure better, which means it can be shown to clients. However, it is not very powerful at verifying bugs absence, and it is inaccurate. On the other hand, mathematical representations need mathematical knowledge to be read and cannot be shown to most clients. It is also harder to establish due to mathematical difficulties such as proofs and accuracy. Despite all this, it is very powerful for detecting errors and ensures a strong assurance of bugs absence.
erefore, we use modeling based on mathematical equations called formal methods.
ese methods were originally developed for specifying and verifying the correct behavior of software and hardware systems and have been applied in many system development fields, and many achievements have been made [6] . Modeling a system using a formal method and proving system correctness require mathematical knowledge and accuracy. In some cases, it requires a lot of time to completely model a complex system. However, the strong assurance of bugs absence is very important especially in safety-critical systems such as air traffic management.
ere are a variety of formal methods available:
(i) Hoare logic is a formal method for reasoning on computer program correctness where specifications are of the form {P} procedure {Q} [7] . (ii) Petri nets are a graphical and mathematical modeling tool applicable to many systems. It is often used to describe and analyze information processing systems that are characterized as being concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel, nondeterministic, and stochastic [8] . (iii) e Language Of Temporal Ordering Specification (LOTOS) is a formal description language developed by the International Standard Organization (ISO) for open system formal specification. Systems in LOTOS are specified by drawing the temporal relation between interactions establishing the discernible behavior of system [9] . (iv) e Z language is a specification language based on predicates. e specification of invariants and the specification of operations have the form of a predicate [10] . (v) e B method (development of the Z language) is a method of software development based on an abstract machine notation used in the development of computer software (B language) [11] . (vi) Event-B is a formal method for software and system design. is method is based on refinement and proof obligations, which ensures a strong assurance of bugs absence [12] .
In Event-B, a system is developed as sequence of models. ese models are enriched in successive steps by adding more details; this is called refinement. In other words, we start with a very abstract model called initial model, and then, we refine it to get more concrete models. ese models are made up of contexts and machines. Contexts are the static parts of models; they are presented in terms of sets, constants, and axioms, whereas, machines are the dynamic part of models. In a machine, variables describe the current status of a system; these statuses are constrained by invariants. Invariants are the necessary properties that must be preserved during system function. Status transitions are described by events, which are a set of actions. Each action changes the value of certain variable. Events may have some necessary conditions to be triggered; these conditions are called guards. Figure 1 illustrates the process of development in Event-B.
To ensure system correctness, some properties must be proved.
ese proofs are called proof obligations. ey include invariants preservation, which ensure that all invariants are permanently obeyed during system function.
ey include also deadlock freedom to ensure that the system will never be in a status where no guard is verified, which means no event can be triggered. Most of these proofs are done automatically by means of the platform Rodin. Rodin is a tool that supports the application of the Event-B formal method. It provides core functionality for syntactic analysis and proof-based verification of Event-B models [14] . In some cases, Rodin may need to be manually guided to prove some properties. is is done by indicating some hypotheses that Rodin must consider. ese hypotheses may be ignored by Rodin because he sees that it is not needed for the desired proof. In other cases, we add hypothesis and then Rodin prove the desired property; after that, we prove separately the added hypothesis.
Code Generation.
Although developing a system using formal method reveals future failure and improves security, it is highly desirable to be able to translate this modeling to a code. Most of works in this sense such as [15] presented a method for generating Java code based on Event-B model. In [15] , authors develop EB2J, a software tool that translates Event-B models into Java code which can be used in our case to develop a proof-based Java program for ATC management. Figure 2 illustrates the EB2J architecture.
Formal Development
is section presents the proposed approach aiming to develop the air traffic control system based on (i) ICAO [16] which provides strategic objectives concerning safety, capacity and efficiency, security and facilitation, economic development, and environmental protection; (ii) FAA [17] [18] [19] which has a predetermined number of air traffic manuals, publications, and orders;
(iii) NASA [20] standards and recommendations considered as the main constraints in this modeling in order to provide a system with maximum feasibility.
is development is designed progressively by starting with an abstract model that captures the essence of traffic management and integrating more details in successive steps. is activity is called refinement technique. e first refinement introduces the scheduling method used during taking off and landing. e said scheduling method assigns priority of taking off using FCFS (first comes first served) and the priority for landing based on deadline monotonic.
Moreover, this complex system gives the highest priority to emergency situations such as medical and terroristic threats.
e proposed model is based on one runway. However, this model maximizes the use of one runway to land and takeoff aircrafts while maintaining deadlines as much as possible [21] .
e second refinement introduces safety properties which strongly avoid issues that may cause serious disasters. For example, a minimum separation landing time must be respected in order to maintain aircrafts' aerodynamic stability [22] .
Initial Model: An Abstract Model of the Landing Process.
In this initial model, we introduce the essence of the ATC system and the different components taken into consideration [23] .
e first component is the runway which is, according to the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), a rectangular area on a land aerodrome prepared for the landing and takeoff of aircrafts [16] . Runways are equipped with lights indicating their status; these lights are called runway status lights (RWSL). e RWSL system was developed by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to improve air crew and vehicle operator situational awareness.
ese lights are embedded in the pavement of runways and taxiways and turn red when it is not safe to enter for a certain reason [17] [18] [19] . is paper develops a system for ATC to manage aircrafts' traffic in the vicinity of the airport airspace. Hence, it focuses only on status lights' modelization of the runway due to their relation to the airspace traffic management [22] . e first proposed model is made up of two parts: static part and dynamic one [12] . e static part (called context) contains carrier sets, constants, and associated axioms, whereas the dynamic part (called machine) contains variables, invariants, and events. In the first context, we introduce the carrier set RW_STATUSES corresponding to the possible statuses of the runway {available, unavailable} (axm1), as for RWL_STATUSES represents runway lights statuses {ON, OFF} (axm2). e AIRCRAFTS set denotes all possible aircrafts that might exist (currently or in the past or even in the future) which is axiomatized to be finite (axm3).
For each aircraft in the radar range, a significant status is associated which is proposed and introduced to help controllers for distinguishing between aircrafts landing, taking off, entering airport, waiting for landing clearance, etc. [20] . When an aircraft enter the aircraft vicinity, the Blocked status is assigned to it. If the aircraft intend to land, it ies toward the VOR area (very high-frequency omnidirectional radio range) to be quali ed to get landing clearance. At this stage, the system assigns to the aircrafts readyL status, which means that it is ready for landing. After getting landing clearance, it is assigned to landing state until nishing landing and passengers' departure; and then, it is considered in TerminatedL status. Likewise, an aircraft in the runway, after passengers' arrival, is considered ready to takeo and being assigned to readyT status. Immediately upon takeo clearance con rmation, it is considered in taking o status. Finally, the aircraft leaves out the VOR and returns to the Blocked status until getting out of the airport radar range [20, 24, 25] . ese statuses are expressed as the elements of a carrier set called STATUSES (axm5). Figure 3 illustrates this process and the di erent statuses [26] .
To summarize, the rst context is made up of ve sets (RW_STATUSES, RWL_STATUSES, AIRCRAFTS, and STATUSES), ten constants (Available, Unavailable, ON, OFF, Blocked, ReadyL, Landing, TerminatedL, ReadyT, and TakingO ), and four axioms (axm1, axm2, axm3, and axm4).
is is expressed as shown in Box 1. e partition predicate is an easy way to enumerate sets. Mathematically, the partition predicate is de ned as follows:
In the dynamic part (machine), we introduce two variables curr_RW_status and curr_RWL_status denoting, respectively, the current statuses of the runway and runway lights (whereas, RW_STATUS and RWL_STATUS represent all the possible statuses). ese two variables are de ned by means of two invariants inv1 and inv2. Inv1 de nes curr_RW_status as an element of the RW_STATUS, which means that curr_RW_status may equally be available or unavailable. Likewise, curr_RWL_status is an element of RWL_STATUS.
In order to ensure the tra c safety in the runway, the status lights are turned ON whenever the runway is unavailable. However, taxiways intersect the runway at many points, and therefore, vehicles must be aware of the runway usage. ese lights help to determine when it is not safe to proceed into or across the runway. However, the FAA con rms that the RWSL does not act as a substitution of the ATC clearance, which means that the vehicle should not enter the runway without a controller clearance even if the RWSL have gone out [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Formally, this is modeled by means of implication between the RWST and runway status (inv3). e proposed approach introduces also a subset of AIRCRAFTS called aircrafts_in_airport denoting the set of aircrafts in the airport (inv4). As mentioned before, the system associates with each aircraft in the radar range a signi cant status. erefore, the introduction of a variable statusof associating with each aircraft its status formalized as a total function from aircrafts_in_airport to the set AIRCRAFTS (inv5). e de nition of the variables and the invariants of the initial model are shown in Box 2.
After de ning all variables and invariants of the rst machine, we present the di erent machine statuses' transactions described by events. Firstly, we have to de ne what happens at the beginning. For this purpose, the proposed approach de nes the INITIALIZATION event that corresponds to the initial statuses of the system. It assumes initially that the runway is available, runway lights are o , there are no aircrafts in the airport, and no aircraft status is assigned. In addition, the initialization event should not have any guard, since the initialization must always be possible.
is event is formalized as shown in Box 3. 
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Besides the initialization event, eight more events are introduced: Entering_Radar_Range, Entering_VOR, Start_Landing, Terminating_Landing, Takeoff_Preparing, Start_takingoff, Terminating_takingoff, and Airport_Departing. e Entering_Radar_Range triggers when an aircraft enters the range of the airport radar. An entering aircraft must be added to the set of aircrafts in the airport (aircrafts_in_airport) and assigned to the Blocked status. However, during carrying out the proof obligation for different events, it is discovered that some guards are needed in each event. For the Entering_Radar_Range event, two guards are needed to be added: the first ensures that the entering aircraft is effectively a well-defined aircraft and known by the system and the second guard guarantees that it is not an element of the aircrafts_in_airport set. Similarly, the Entering_VOR is the event associated with an aircraft entering the VOR.
is event assigns to an aircraft the status Ready under the condition that it is an element of the aircrafts_in_airport set, and it was in the Blocked status. Moreover, the Start_Landing event triggers whenever an aircraft gets landing clearance. To get that clearance, it must have been in the VOR (which means in Ready status) and an element of the aircrafts_in_airport. Furthermore, the runway must be currently available, and the runway lights must be OFF. After the aircraft landing and passengers' departure, the Terminating_Landing event triggers indicating the end of landing process by assigning the aircraft to the status TerminatedL; therefore, freeing the runway and turning runway's lights off [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
e Takeoff_Preparing event triggers when an aircraft is ready to take off.
is means that the aircraft previously finished its landing (it is in TerminatedL status). is event assigns to the aircraft the status ReadyL. After finishing takeoff preparation, the aircraft get take-off clearance [17] . e event triggered at this stage is Start_takingoff; this event allocates the runway for the aircraft and turn lights on under the condition that the runway is not reserved by another aircraft [16] . Afterward, the aircraft terminates taking off and leaves the VOR to return to the first status Blocked.
e event corresponds to this is Terminating_takingoff; this event has two guards: the first ensures that the aircraft is an element of the aircrafts_in_airport set and the second is that it is in Takingoff status [18, 20] . Ultimately, the Airport_Departing event triggers indicating that the aircraft is leaving the radar range, thus removing it from aircrafts_in_airport. Moreover, the position of the aircraft is deleted by removing it from the total function statusof. e proposed approach formalizes the events of the initial model in Boxes 4-9.
In this initial model, the very basic process of circulation in the airport vicinity is modeled. erefore, most invariants are simply typing invariants; however, other invariant in the next refinement will be presented.
First Refinement: Introducing Scheduling Methods.
e first refinement is more precise and contains more details; however, it should not contradict with the initial model. erefore, some consistency proofs are established.
In this refinement, we present how the system manages aircrafts taking off and landing [19, 20] . erefore, we need to define some additional variables and invariants. e first variable is deadline which is a total function from the aircrafts_in_airport set to some natural numbers. e second is a set for aircrafts ready to take off denoted as ready_to_takeoff_aircrafts. We present also another variable that refers to the moment that an aircraft became ready to land. Finally, we introduce a set for aircrafts requiring urgent landing due to a certain issue (Box 10).
e currently used method for aircrafts taking off is FCFS where aircrafts take off in the order that they are ready [16, 19] . We formalize this by introducing firstly a set of aircrafts ready to take off and a total function returning for each aircraft the moment it is ready to take off. ese moments are associated with the same time aircrafts are associated with the readyL status. is is done during the takeoff_preparing event in addition to adding the aircraft to the ready_to_takeoff_aircrafts set. Once having these data about aircrafts, the system adopts the FCFS scheduling for giving take-off clearance by means of the guards shown in Box 11 in the start_takingoff event.
e first guard requires that there is no other aircraft using the runway to take off [16] . e second one ensures that the aircraft that will get take-off clearance is the one with the minimum ready to take-off moment (the one has been ready to take off first) [17] [18] [19] . Finally, we delete information about the aircraft after give it landing clearance by means of the two actions shown in Box 12. 
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Similarly to the take-off process, the currently used method for aircraft landing is FCFS [22, 27] . is method is very basic and simple which ease its implementation. However, the aircraft with a low landing speed may increase the waiting duration of other faster ones which affect the total landing duration. In addition, the FCFS limits flexibility to air traffic controllers to act in emergency situations [20, 27, 28] . Hence, we propose the use a new approach based on real-time scheduling algorithm, deadline monotonic (DM) in our case [29] . is approach assigns landing priority to aircrafts with the shortest deadline which offers an effective method for meeting deadlines as much as possible. However, maintaining deadlines respected is not always possible. In some cases, the sum of some high priority aircrafts landing durations is greater than the deadline of an aircraft with a lower priority. In this situation, we have two choices: the first is to proceed landing even if that some aircrafts will not respect their deadlines (note that we still optimize deadlines respecting) [25] and the second is to prevent the aircraft from entering VOR and redirect it to another runway. is choice is up to controller to decide, and the system will only notify him. is notification is done as soon as the aircraft try to enter the VOR; therefore, the guards shown in Box 13 in the Entering_VOR event are added.
For each guard, there are two cases: the first one is when there is no emergency landing request (Urgents � ∅, where Urgents is the set of aircrafts requesting emergency landing) [19] . In this case, the aircraft entering the VOR should have a deadline greater than or equals the sum (SIGMA function) of all average landing durations (AVERAGE_LD function) of aircrafts in the airport having a deadline lower than the entering aircraft deadline. e SIGMA function and AVERAGE_LD are formalized in the second context as shown in Box 14.
e second case is when the entering aircraft is requesting an emergency landing (aircraft ∈ Urgents), the Urgents cases like: aeronautical failure, bad climate, terrorist attacks, kidnapping, and threat may affect passenger safety. According to the landing process on DM scheduling, the emergency cases have the highest priority to land in the first time, and the VOR and the supervisor must look for a not-used runway where the aircraft may be landed. In the second time, those having the lowest deadline are able to be landing. is is formalized as guards in the start_landing event as shown in Box 15.
Finally, we present below a new set associated with the aircrafts in the runway, that is, a subset of the aircrafts_in_airport (inv 5). We introduce also an inv 6 that expresses that the curr_RW_status is "unavailable" if and only if there is a single airplane in the state TakingOff or Landing. And such invariant would ensure that no accident may happen on the runway. Associated basic guards must be added in the start landing event to ensure that the system preserves these invariants and also some actions for adding and removing aircrafts from the aircrafts_in_runway set (Box 16).
Second Refinement: Towards an Alert System for a Secured ATC.
In the previous models, we formalized the functional aspect of the system. Here, a model of alert system more security for the ATC is provided [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . However, we need to firstly define the carrier set and constants shown in Box 17.
In this context, we introduce the aircraft brands set. ese brands will be needed to determine the minimum separation time between two aircrafts. Besides, we present the LOCA-TION as a Cartesian product of three natural number sets which refer, respectively, to altitude, latitude, and longitude. Finally, we define a total function (Separation_Time) from the BRAND set to natural numbers formalizing the fact that the separation time between two aircraft landing depends strongly upon the last aircraft brand.
is requirement is based on aerodynamic consideration: an aircraft generates a great deal of air turbulence when it flies. If another aircraft
act4: ready_to_takeoff_aircrafts ≔ ready_to_takeoff_aircrafts\{aircraft} act5: the_ready_to_takeoff_moment ≔ {aircraft} the_ready_to_takeoff_moment BOX 12 8 Modelling and Simulation in Engineering flies too close behind it, it will lose aerodynamic stability [16, 24] . For safety purpose, the landing time between two aircrafts should be always greater than the separation time defined by the Separation_Time function. After each landing, two things must be saved to ensure the safety of the next landing: the time of the previous landing and the separation time [16, 19, 20, 30, 31] . is is formalized in the Terminating_landing event shown in Box 18. Here, the curr_t is an event parameter denoting the current time that will be saved using the last_landing_t variable and separation_t which is also a variable denoting the separation time required for the next landing. Finally, the brandof is a total function from aircrafts to brands. In order to guarantee that the separation time is kept, the guard shown in Box 19 must be inserted in the start_landing event.
As the separation time, a minimum separation distance must be maintained between aircraft during flying in the airport airspace [17, 19, 32] . If two aircrafts are keeping this distance, collision will be strongly avoided as well as wake turbulence. e minimum distance is fixed and denoted by the Min_distance constant is presented in the previous context. To insure that the minimum distance will be kept, the invariant shown in Box 20 must be preserved.
e distance function is defined from LOCATION × LOCATION to natural numbers, and it calculates the distance between two aircrafts based on their locations determined by means of the locationof function. ese two functions are defined in the two invariants shown in Box 21.
Since the controllers should be aware of the system status in real time, the system should response to each aircraft movement. erefore, we introduce two new events: Aircraft_moving_Alert_ON and Aircraft_moving_Alert_OFF. One of these two events triggers whenever an aircraft moves, the first one triggers when the movement of an aircraft is not allowed which turn an alert on. us, its guards are verified if one of a not-allowed movement happens. On the other hand, the Aircraft_moving_Alert_OFF event triggers when the movement is allowed verifying all security properties which turns the alert off if it is on. is work focuses on the minimum distance property as our example for proving security properties [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 33] . Other security properties may be added by means of disjunction of different properties in the Aircraft_moving_Alert_ON event and the conjunction of these properties in Aircraft_moving_Alert_OFF (Boxes 22 and 23).
Proving Model Correctness and Result
e Rodin platform is used to prove model correctness [14] . Table 1 presents the statistics proofs generated by Rodin. is table measures the size of proofs generated including automatic and manual proofs. Note that there are many proof obligations in the first refinement due to the introduction of scheduling management. In order to guarantee the correctness of this scheduling process, various invariants must be established. Moreover, our formal model
introduces management functions such as sigma, min, deadline, and average landing durations. According to this report, we conclude that Rodin inference prover was able to establish 91% of proofs, which makes the task of modeling and proving easier. e combination of automatic and manual proofs ensures that the system developed here is correct by construction.
Conclusion
We demonstrate formal modeling and verification of an assisting system for air traffic management in airport airspace. We formalize the system's functional and nonfunctional requirements using Event-B that is based on a mathematical language.
e present contribution deals with the system as a sequence of models in successive steps that add refinement to enrich the initial abstract model in order to achieve a more realistic model. Most of the model correctness proofs are performed automatically by the means of Rodin theorem proving platform that supports the applications of Event-B.
e ATC model presented is based on a single runway that take off and land aircraft while maintaining deadlines as much as possible.
Successive refinements such as maintaining minimum separation landing time in order to maintain an aircraft aerodynamic stability and also urgent landing scenarios are integrated.
We have started with an initial model that captures the essence of traffic management and the different elements taken into consideration. e first refinement introduces the scheduling method used during taking off and landing.
In the second refinement, we prove safety properties to avoid system failure. Our model is proved correct by construction including invariant preservation and deadlock freedom.
e process presented in this work is based on FCFS during taking off and on deadline monotonic during landing. is system is also able to verify safety properties that must be preserved during system occurrence; these properties are guaranteed by means of invariants and guards.
Because of environmental, political, and geographical constraints, capacity cannot be easily increased by building new airports or runways. erefore, our model is based on one runway.
In future work, we hope to be able to improve our model by considering the case of several runways in the same airport and several airports. Besides, it is very useful to combine this method with other modeling and simulation techniques such as Monte Carlo presented in [1] , which highly improves system feasibility. Furthermore, we aim to apply standardizations such as QoS [34] and RM-ODP [35] in the field of air traffic management.
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